Why do I like using?

Naxos Music Library is enjoyable to use due to their large collection of music tracks. This music database holds a wide variety of genres, ranging from Chinese music to spoken word. It is refreshing to be able to listen freely to different tracks of personal choice while staying in one database. One of my favorite features from Naxos is their “Guided Tours” feature which can be located from the top ribbon on the home page. I can learn more about significant time periods during the history of music, i.e. The Baroque Era and The Romantic Era.

How have I used Naxos Music Library?

As a sophomore, my initial reason to access Naxos was to listen to a playlist made on the database by my music course professor. Once my professor introduced the class to this resource, I surfed through the database and was able to expand my music listening repertoire. In the course, we had to familiarize ourselves with the melody of certain compositions, so this database was vital in the learning process.

How can I use Naxos Music Library?

I can use Naxos to find new tracks to listen to through their “Recent Additions,” “Composers,” “Artists,” “Genres” and “Labels” features on the top ribbon on the main page. Filters are set in stone for all the tabs that were just mentioned so that users can easily filter their desired results, i.e. date range and alphabetical filters. I can select any song to listen to on their Naxos music player from there on. This would aid in personal music information needs for one’s own listening enjoyment or for research.